
Total Packaging Solutions
Scholle IPN’s mission is simple; to help the world’s leading brands deliver their products in the best way possible 

using a diverse range of total flexible packaging solutions. We are tenacious innovators with a long history of applying 

technology in film, fitments, and equipment to solve difficult packaging problems. 

Our products are manufactured everywhere so we can serve anywhere with a flexible, “can-do” attitude.

Why Choose Flexible Packaging? 
Effective Use of Resources

Maximized performance
due to unrivalled quality design
and engineering.

Less energy
required during production
and transportation.

Less raw material
and natural resources used
during production.

Less transportation
required with more efficient logistics.

Less product waste
with excellent shelf life capabilities to 
keep product fresher, longer.

Less package waste
with optimized product-to-pack ratio
and recyclable options.
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Our Products

From time-sensitive, fresh foods and beverages to aggressive chemicals and 

sensitive pH products, our fl exible packaging solutions are designed to protect 

your product and keep it safe from fi ll through fi nal dispensing. We off er:

• Recyclable fi lm solutions that enable you on your 

journey towards a more circular economy.

• Barrier protection designed to keep your product 

safe and extend secondary shelf life.

Film

Scholle IPN injection molds and assembles fi tments designed to provide 

an ergonomic interaction with your product for all ages and abilities. 

• Caps and Taps: Ergonomic, easy-to-use solutions 

designed for people of all ages and abilities.

• Connection Systems: Facilitate safe, precise dosing 

and mixing of liquid products from dispensers.

• Environmentally-Conscious: Designs engineered to be 

lightweight and with the Earth’s limited resources in mind.

Fitments

For over 60 years, Scholle IPN and Bossar have engineered, built, and serviced 

a wide range of forming and fi lling equipment for fl exible packaging, including 

bag-in-box and spouted pouches. From manual fi llers for start-ups to fully 

automatic, aseptic-capable bag-in-box and spouted pouch HFFS systems, we 

have what you need to provide a diverse range of products in fl exible packaging.

Equipment


